


Update your bedroom with 
Copenhagen Home’s stunning 
collection of trend-led duvet 

cover sets and plain-dye 
sheeting.  Inspired by modern 

day living and designed for the 
busy household.

Produced using our easy-care 
polycotton blended fabric, 

which is ethically sourced using 
sustainable BCI cotton, is 

delightfully simple and easy to 
launder.

 Effortlessly stylish & affordable.







Tropicana

Escape to tropical lands with 
our Tropicana bed sets.  

Combining shades of soft 
blush pink, varying shades of 
green and eggshell blue with 

a simple dash reverse.





Stockholm

Our Stockholm textured bedding is perfect for 
a simple yet stylish finish in your bedroom. The 
easy-care construction and design allows for 

less ironing and more time for relaxing.  
Available in crisp white or sophisticated grey.  



Olia Silver

This stunning design is sure 
to add a statement to your 
bedroom with its stylised 
hand painted flowers and 
simple spot reverse.  The 

silver colourway is soft and 
sophisticated with a hint of 
blush pink and soft ochre.





Our best selling Olia bedlinen design is now also 
available in a variety of stunning colourways as well as 

fully lined curtains to match.





Arri Ocean

This simple mark-making 
design is bang on trend with 
its fresh colour palette and 

fully reversible design.  It has 
a deep ocean blue on one 

side and a fresh aqua on the 
reverse.  







Arri Monochrome

Our ever-popular mark 
making design has had an 

update for the latest seasons 
monochromatic trend.  Its 

truly reversible design has a 
dramatic black and white 

larger scale print on one side 
and smaller scale spot to the 

reverse.   



Our best selling Olia bedlinen design is now also 
available in a variety of stunning colourways as well as 

fully lined curtains to match.
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Update your kid’s bedroom with 
Copenhagen Home’s stunning 

new collection of trend-led 
children’s duvet cover sets and 
cushions.  Inspired by modern 
day living and designed for the 

busy household.

Produced using our easy-care 
polycotton blended fabric, 

which is ethically sourced using 
sustainable BCI cotton, is 

delightfully simple and easy to 
launder.

 Effortlessly stylish & affordable.





Versatile and bang on trend, the Mini Scandi Waves 
design is suitable for all bedrooms and ages. Combining 

a crisp white background with splashes of blush, hot 
pink, berry, mustard, aqua, blue and silver. 



The perfect finishing touch for your kid’s bedroom or 
playroom, these stylish cushions combine all of the 

colours from our super stylish Copenhagen kids 
bedlinen range. Choose from either Awesome or Super 

Star. 





Fully reversible and fabulously fun, the Star 
Spangled design is perfect for those young and 
old. Choose from either the sophisticated silver 
colourway or the pretty pink.  Both colourways 
combine shades from our other ranges, so are 

perfect for that mix and match look.



Fully reversible, bright and bold, 
the playful Oscar arrows design 
will add a splash of super stylish 
fun to any bedroom.  Combing a 

crisp white background with 
splashes of olive, coral, aqua, 

blue and black. 

Team up wth our Awesome and 
Super Star cushions and our 

Oslo plain dyes for the perfect 
finishing touch.







Scarily stylish designs that may go bump in the night!  
Our ever popular Halloween collection is back with 8 

designs to choose from.





Christmas





Festive and fun or timelessly stylish our Christmas 
collection is perfect for the Winter season. Take your 

pick from our 10 fabulous designs.                                          



For further information, please contact:

Maxine Johnson - Business Head
Comfort Home Furnishing Ltd.

m.johnson@comforthomefurnishing.co.uk

Copenhagen Home is a trademark, manufactured and produced by Comfort Home Furnishing UK.
All trademarks, service marks, imagery, product names and logos are the property of their respective owners.

Festive and fun or timelessly stylish our Christmas 
collection is perfect for the Winter season. Take your 

pick from our 10 fabulous designs.                                          




